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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the clinical and technological characteristics of cancer mobile apps that enable patients to securely record, manage, and share their information. It proposes an integrated approach towards developing quality mobile health apps for cancer and discusses issues relevant to the enhancement of patient experience and acceptance, adherence to treatment, and effective support of coordinated care. Regulation, standardization, and interoperability together with the existence of useful, accurate, and reliable tools for active patient engagement are important aids towards efficient cancer disease management. Improving quality of life and well-being, in a secure and safe manner that respects the patients’ privacy, seems to be a key challenge, together with the exploitation of the outcomes of recent research projects, relevant to end user digital engagement towards an integrated approach for the introduction of trustworthy, interoperable, usable, adaptable, and quality mobile health apps.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a generic term used to describe a large group of diseases that can affect any part of the body and is a leading cause of death worldwide (https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/cancer). Cancer incidents have increased from 12.7 million in 2008 to 14.1 million in 2012 and 18.1 million new cases in 2018, and this trend is projected to continue (Bray et al., 2018). The different phases in the cancer care continuum are prevention, early detection, diagnosis, treatment, survivorship, and end-of-life care. Advances in medicine help patients increase their survival rate, or eventually be cured, when cancer occurs (McGuire, 2016). As cancer is perceived more as a chronic, rather than an acute disease, concepts of patient empowerment and self-management become relevant also in the oncologic field (Kushi et al., 2012).

Cancer patients require supportive care during and after treatment. These relate to physical, emotional, and social needs that vary over time and between treatments. Care and support for patients with cancer should include early recognition of signs and symptoms, support for self-care, personalized care planning, and routine use of patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures (Maher, 2013). Routine reporting of patient outcomes greatly facilitates the identification of present problems and impact of treatment. Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) also enhance patient-clinician communication that promotes shared decision-making (Kotronoulas et al., 2014; Valderas et al., 2008). Reporting of outcomes and interacting with physicians over a digital application or app has been shown to lower overall symptoms of distress, improve quality of life (QoL), and result in fewer emergency visits and improved overall survival (Basch et al., 2016; Denis et al., 2017).

Mobile devices are becoming an integral part of the healthcare industry, changing how care is delivered and received. In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT) has emerged as a new computing paradigm, in which a continuum of devices, sensors and objects are interconnected with a variety of communication solutions. IoT can help improve the living standard of citizens. It is anticipated that more than 50 billion devices, ranging from smartphones, laptops, sensors, and game consoles, will be connected to the Internet through several heterogeneous access network technologies such as radio-frequency identification and wireless sensor networks (Triantafyllidis et al., 2016; Yaqoob et al., 2017).

Healthcare systems around the world are becoming increasingly interested in strengthening the role of patients in their care. Empowerment occurs when patients increase their capacity to think critically and make autonomous, informed decisions. In that process, the role of healthcare providers, technology providers, citizens, and policy-makers is of paramount importance. An increasing trend shows a shift of healthcare models towards prediction, early detection and monitoring.
BACKGROUND

Mobile Health (mHealth) has revolutionized the ability of citizens to manage their own health and personal health data. Personal health record (PHR) systems facilitate the collection of information about an individual’s health and health care, stored in an electronic format intended for use by consumers, patients or their informal caregivers. The electronic health record (EHR) is a more generic term and encompasses the PHR and the electronic medical record (EMR) concepts (Katehakis & Tsiknakis, 2006). PHR systems aim to address patients’ evolving needs using specific methods to improve their care and foresee health issues.

A PHR with cancer modules has been seen as a potentially useful tool for patients in cross-sector cancer care (Kondylakis et al., 2017a). It has the potential to support patients in managing their chronic illness. As a tool, it facilitates information exchange between patients and healthcare professionals as well as between healthcare professionals and/ or institutions across health care sectors. PHR adoption and use in the context of cancer is not yet widespread (Wiljer et al., 2010), however, when it is implemented, PHR use is frequent and increasing (Roehrs et al., 2017).

Despite the existence of hundreds of studies involving cancer-focused mobile apps, there is a lack of collective efforts to determine cancer-focused apps that effectively represent useful, accurate, and reliable tools for cancer disease management (Rincon et al., 2017). Safety concerns highlight the need for regulation, full authorship disclosure and clinical trials. A robust framework for identifying high-quality applications is necessary. Applications should also undergo a thorough evaluation and quality labelling procedure to ensure the quality and effective functionality of application features. Categories of criteria for apps evaluation include engagement, functionality, aesthetics, information quality, and subjective quality scale. Quality assessment scales of mobile health apps can be used to provide a checklist for the design and development of new high-quality health apps (Stoyanov et al., 2015).

As the industry shifts to digital care delivery, healthcare systems are already developing consumer-focused practices (Kouroubali et al., 1997; Kouroubali, 2004). Healthcare consumers with digital technology are now expecting custom-made service anytime and anywhere, forcing providers to develop new models of care (Cognizant, 2019). On 07.11.2019, the German Parliament passed a new law on the provision of digital healthcare to patients (https://www.hlregulation.com/2019/11/15/digital-health-solutions-to-become-reimbursable-in-germany-milestone-for-patients-and-providers/#page=1). According to the new legislation, compensation will be provided for digital health solutions that are low risk medical devices (Class I or IIa) with core functionality based on digital technologies (applications or mainly software based solutions). The purpose of using the solution should be to diagnose, monitor or treat illnesses or improve the health care provided. Non-medical devices or digital applications used in parallel or in combination with other medical devices are not covered. A medical benefit may not be verifiable without the collection of clinical patient data. An improvement in the structure and process of healthcare could be easier
to prove - but still there is a need for support by real-world data. Privacy, security and confidentiality of health data managed in mHealth apps are of pivotal importance. Designers need to be able to certify that their policies satisfy the legal requisites in privacy and security (Martínez-Pérez, B. et al., 2015).

The shift from cancer as a terminal illness to cancer as a chronic illness requires that patients and their families assume a more central role in the management of the oncologic disease, healthcare professionals take a partnership with patients accepting to share responsibilities, and policymakers provide adequate support to the healthcare systems in implementing new models (McGuire, 2016). The use of PROs has become a prominent topic in healthcare innovation, highlighting the role of the patient experience as a key measure of healthcare quality (LeBlanc & Abernethy, 2017). A PRO is defined as “a measurement based on a report that comes directly from the patient about the status of a patient’s health condition without amendment or interpretation of the patient’s response by a physician or anyone else” (US Food & Drug Administration, 2006). In the past, PROs were used solely in the context of research studies, collected on paper as part of a research protocol, and were used largely as secondary or exploratory endpoints in clinical trials or observational studies. As such, these data were not typically made available to the clinical team and had no influence on patient care. Over time, PROs have taken a prominent place in oncology research. PROs are currently used regularly as secondary endpoints in oncology drug trials, and sometimes even as primary endpoints, in both the pediatric and adult population (Maramis et al. 2019). The prioritization of self-management support for cancer survivors not only builds on the evidence that patients want to be involved in healthcare decisions, but it is also grounded on a shift towards a more personalized and tailored approach to care, following cancer treatment.

Several European Union projects have been implemented for the design and development of personalized health applications for the management of cancer for patient empowerment and self-management. Some of them are briefly presented below:

- **iManageCancer:** “Empowering patients and strengthening self-management in cancer diseases” (http://imanagecancer.eu/, 2015-2018) provided a cancer-specific self-management platform designed according to the needs of patient groups. It focused on the wellbeing of cancer patients with special emphasis on avoiding, early detecting and managing adverse events of cancer therapy, and on the psycho-emotional evaluation and self-motivation goals. In this context, developed cancer specific apps allowed patients, through an easy-to-use interface for mobile devices, to keep track of their health and disease status and to maintain a diary on personal clinical observations such as side effects of therapies that could be shared with healthcare providers;

- **BOUNCE:** “Predicting Effective Adaptation to Breast Cancer to Help Women to BOUNCE Back” (https://www.bounce-project.eu/, 2017-2021) delivers a unified clinical model of modifiable factors, associated with optimal disease outcomes and advanced computational tools, to be deployed for a prospective multi-center clinical
pilot at four major oncology centers (Manikis et al., 2019). The overreaching goal of the project is to incorporate elements of a dynamic, predictive model of patient outcomes in building a decision-support system used in routine clinical practice to provide physicians and other health professionals with concrete, personalized recommendations regarding optimal psychosocial support strategies;

- **MyPal**: “Fostering Palliative Care of Adults and Children with Cancer through Advanced Patient Reported Outcome Systems” (https://mypal-project.eu/, 2019-2022) aims to foster palliative care for people with cancer by leveraging PRO systems through their adaptation to the personal needs of the person with cancer and his/ her caregiver(s). The project aspires to empower people with cancer and their caregivers in capturing more accurately their symptoms/ conditions, communicate them in a seamless and effective way to their healthcare providers and, ultimately, foster the time for action through the prompt identification of important deviations in the patient’s state and QoL. Furthermore, an innovative voice-based dialogue interaction method, also known as conversational agent, will be implemented as an alternative way for the patients to interact with the MyPal platform and report PROs (Chatzimina et al 2019).

European research projects such as the ones described above offer results that provide valuable scientific insights about the appropriate modules that are necessary to enhance cancer care and promote patient empowerment and self-management practices.

**IMPLEMENTING SMART HEALTHCARE APPS FOR CANCER**

Research has shown that cancer patients value the use of apps for health care management and feel comfortable using them (Girault et al., 2015). Designing a user-centred, patient-focused app, tailored to the individual user needs, requires the early involvement of both patients and healthcare professionals in the development, implementation, and evaluation processes. User involvement is very important and needs to be established from the application conception. User feedback from doctors and cancer patients will help determine which apps or types of apps are most effective, and among which groups of survivors.

Cancer applications may include features for the assessment of the occurrence, frequency and distress of symptoms, together with a connection to a monitoring web interface. They may also include features such as a risk assessment model that sends alerts via text messages to health care providers, continuous access to evidence-based, self-care advice, links to relevant websites for more information, and graphs of symptom reporting history for patients and health care providers. A good app should empower patients by providing useful information that enables them to manage the challenges of their treatment (Kouroubali et al., 2019a). Self-management apps play a crucial role in helping patients to cope with their illness and facilitate communication with their healthcare professionals.
Integrated Architecture

In order to implement a mobile platform focusing on empowering cancer patients, an integrated, modular and extensible architecture is required. A high-level, two-layer architecture facilitates the development of a multitude of interrelated apps, based on common modules. A data management layer is collecting and integrating all available data. The graphical user interface layer includes many individual apps offering three kinds of services, administration apps, core patient apps and cancer-specific apps. Generic services (admin and core patient apps), as well as cancer management services, are described first, followed by the description of the data layer that underlines them. The list of presented services is by no means complete. It can be extended with the addition of any relevant modules to support clinical and administrative needs (e.g. for insurance eligibility notification, etc.) not included here. The suggested modular architecture of a cancer mobile app is presented in Figure 1. The apps facilitate the communication and use of data among different supporters including patients, health providers, family, friends and social networks, researchers and policymakers.

Figure 1. Typical set of software modules required for cancer patient empowerment

Generic Services

Generic services consist of basic health monitoring modules that should be available to support both admin and core patient services. Admin services consist of apps enabling user management (registration, complete delete data, remind password etc.), auditing, platform announcements and alerts, and apps for analyzing the available data through data mining algorithms.

Core patient services consist of apps mostly capturing demographics and medical history such as allergies, problems, procedures, laboratory results, and measurements. All medical documents such as discharge letters, laboratory results, imaging data and others should be able to be stored in one place that the individuals will be able to navigate, search and visualize. The documents app provides this functionality. In addition, an app should allow users to share selected data with other users or doctors. An e-diary offers a graphical overview of all available information, based on the appropriate profile settings, also enabling the users to make and view appointments with their doctors. An intelligent personal health recommendation app enables patients to search for health information in a high-quality document corpus selected by health
experts. Intelligent alerts in case of drug interactions and other serious events detected are also part of such a module.

**Cancer-Specific Services**

A decision aid app assists patients in making informed decisions about their treatment options based on the individual patient’s priorities. All collected information feeds a profiler app enabling the graphical representation of a patient profile. These services are further described below:

- **Psycho-emotional Monitoring**: As cancer highly affects the psycho-emotional status of individuals, standardized, validated, psycho-behavioural questionnaires should be used in order to monitor the psycho-emotional status of cancer patients and their resources in coping with cancer. Such information could feed interventions not only targeting at improving the health status of the patient but also his/her ability to cope with the disease;

- **Family Resilience**: To support holistic management of cancer, tools for effective measurement of family resilience are very important. These tools investigate areas concerning crucial psychological factors within a family such as low esteem/self-efficacy, negative thinking, emotional reactions, personal sense of competence, self-reliance, health beliefs and other factors. These factors directly relate to interpersonal relationships such as communication and problem-solving skills, family disharmony, instability or breakout and family attitudes and values;

- **Parental Distress**: In the same idea of holistic management as the family resilience tool, developing solutions to monitor parental distress is paramount in addressing it effectively. An example of such a tool is the Psychosocial Assessment Tool (Pai et al., 2007) designed for families of children with cancer and distinguishes among families that are at universal, targeted or clinical risk for psychosocial problems;

- **Decision Aid**: These tools translate evidence into a patient-friendly form by providing, at a minimum, information about the options, benefits and risks, and implicit methods to clarify personal values. These tools have the potential to facilitate patient empowerment in the decision-making process;

- **Profiler**: This tool enables doctors to easily search for a specific patient and visualize results, providing appropriate recommendations.

**Data Layer**

The bottom layer of the data management architecture is an instantiation of the data lake concept (Koumakis et al., 2018). A state of the art mobile health app for cancer management should have the capacity to connect with external applications, lifestyle sensors and devices. The vast amount of data currently generated and collected come in different streams and forms. These range from physician notes, personal health records, images from patient scans, health conversations in social media, continuous streaming information from wearables and other monitoring devices. For enabling a common representation of knowledge across the continuum of care and the different
information sources, a platform needs to be in place to support information integration and semantic uplifting at runtime, complementing user profiles. Ontologies and semantics can play a key role, and big data management infrastructures can help in efficiently processing big amounts of information (Kondylakis et al., 2018).

Collecting, homogenizing and exploiting diverse, heterogeneous health data is essential for building mobile apps for cancer management that focus on personalization, medical recommendations and knowledge extraction (Kondylakis et al., 2019a). It consists of the data lake, data cleaning tools, the cleaned databases, semantic integration and mapping tools, a specific ontology, specific data management tools, application program interfaces (APIs) and security and anonymization tools:

- **Data Lake**: All inserted data are staged in a repository with multiple databases forming a data lake. Those databases can include biomedical, psychosocial, functional, demographic, psychological data and others and can be retrospective, prospective and external datasets. We have to note that datasets are completely anonymized before uploaded to the data lake (Vardalachakis et al., 2019). Besides having those datasets in their original form, there are also cleaned copies of the data in the data lake. Cleaning includes missing value handling, identification of erroneous records and others;

- **Semantic Integration and Mapping**: In order for the maximum exploitation of the information potential of these datasets, they should be homogenized, semantically uplifted and transparently accessed. To achieve this integration, a semantic model, such as a specific ontology, has been developed with the purpose of effectively represent and model all data. Having a semantic model available, the next step is to define the necessary mappings between the individual schemata and the semantic model in order to homogenize and integrate the various datasets. Those mappings provide declarative correspondences between the data columns and specific ontology terms. When those mappings are available, the data integration engine transforms, semantically uplifts and stores them in a central data warehouse. All data transformed into triples, will be served through the APIs via a query execution engine. In addition, for data series, a state of the art processing framework is used to provide effective and efficient access to those data (Kondylakis et al., 2019b);

- **Data Access APIs**: All data, both integrated and those residing in the data lake are accessible through RESTful APIs (https://searchapparchitecture.techtarget.com/definition/RESTful-API);

- **Security**: As data access needs to be regulated this is ensured by an authentication and authorization server which is contacted prior to answering specific data requests, ensuring compliance with all necessary security and confidentiality requirements established by the security layer.

**Interoperability Issues**

One of the biggest challenges for healthcare providers is that patient data needed for the provision of the best treatment is often scattered across different systems rather
than stored in a single location. For example, an oncologist may have another set of records than the one that a surgeon or a primary care provider may have. Technologies that facilitate care coordination through interoperability are improving, but seamless flow of information from one care setting to another still requires more progress. Interoperability is a primary consideration to achieve communication of applications, medical devices and health care providers (Kouroubali et al., 2019b). The growing demand for secondary use of clinical and administrative data renders the pressure towards solving interoperability challenges even more imperative (Kouroubali & Katehakis, 2019).

The now commonplace use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs) has decreased some of the barriers when using medical records for research, although fully interoperable electronic medical record systems are not yet a wide reality. Several efforts for applying standards in the collection, extraction and integration of data by standardization bodies, governments, the research community and industry are in progress (Belenkaya et al., 2018) to establish and adopt clinically relevant and integrated standards covering the entire oncology sector. Organizations such as Health Level Seven International (HL7, http://www.hl7.org/) and Personal Connected Health Alliance (PCHAlliance, http://www.pchalliance.org/) Continua help towards the delivery of standards-based, open specifications that can support the flow of data from the point of capture into EHRs in the same format and coded content. Apps that are exploiting platforms and interoperability standards, such as SMART (https://smarthealthit.org/) and Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR, http://www.hl7.org/fhir/), specifically for cancer, have already started to emerge (Mandel et al., 2016; Warner et al., 2016). Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE, https://www.ihe.net/) describes how standards may be used effectively.

It is a fact that some data resolution may be lost during the process of mapping EHR fields to a formally described abstraction layer, but these common interfaces support queries across EHRs or the extraction of patient data in the same format to allow merging of patient sets between numerous institutions (Petrakis et al, 2019). In oncology, projects requesting EHRs to map fields, concepts, or other data to a formally described abstraction layer include, besides FHIR, the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) CancerLinQ (https://www.cancerlinq.org/), as well as ASCO mCODE (https://mcodeinitiative.org/).

**Security Considerations**

To ensure that privacy and personal data of patients are protected, the current European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) obligates data controllers to adopt data protection by design and by default approach in developing systems that process personal data. The GDPR is a regulation of general application and is principles-based. It includes the principle that the protection of personal data shall be a default property of personal data information systems. Controllers of personal data must put in place appropriate technical and organizational measures to implement the data protection principles, facilitate the enforcement of data subject rights, and secure the personal data
under their care. A secure framework for the authorization, authentication, delegation, and auditing is mandatory for secure access and communication between services and patient interaction with the platform (Kondylakis et al., 2017b, Koumakis et al., 2018). A new promising technology for information and communication technology security and especially for the auditing mechanism is blockchain. The fundamental strength of a blockchain system lies in its data integrity and networked immutability (write once and read-only) digital events that can be applied in the healthcare domain (Kuo et al., 2017).

Software Quality Assurance

Software quality assurance consists of methods and tools to monitor the software engineering processes in order to ensure quality. The design and evaluation of any app should adhere to certain principles of systems and software engineering, such as the ones defined by International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 25000 series for systems and software quality requirements and evaluation (International Organization for Standardization, 2014). ISO 25000 has organized the requirement into eight main categories, and its respective sub-categories, including functional suitability, performance efficiency, compatibility, usability, reliability, security maintainability and portability. Quality assurance through quality labelling is very important to promote the design, development and implementation of functional and effective applications.

DISCUSSION

Health IT brings clinical data and patient information together and guides oncologists in making evidence-based care decisions that lead to better outcomes. The potential benefits of interoperable interconnected tools and health systems are particularly important for oncology (McCabe, 2019), as providing cancer-wide care depends on access to accurate and complete information, as well as extensive coordination between patients, caregivers, and diverse provider groups through treatment and survivorship. Connecting the EHR has the potential to support diagnosis assistance around complex patients (Gong et al., 2019; Katehakis & Kouroubali, 2020).

The need for consolidation and standardization efforts to create interoperable solutions is timely and critical (Belenkaya et al., 2018), as well as the need for the cancer informatics community for national initiatives for data standardization and large-scale multi-disciplinary research collaborations. In addition to supporting cancer care, cancer-related standards will help improve surveillance and research. Similar to the migration from paper to electronic records, the shift toward data interoperability between EHR vendors may require policy changes before full adoption is possible (Sicotte et al., 2017; Chambers et al., 2019).

National infrastructures in Europe provide for horizontal electronic Government services (such as for electronic identification), as well as electronic services to support national health systems (e.g. for electronic Confirmation, Reimbursement, Prescription,
and others) (Katehakis et al., 2018). Services are provided to both the public, as well as the private sector (i.e. primary care, hospitals, clinical centers, pharmacies, etc.). An integration platform, operating under specific interoperability agreements, may provide for (indicatively) certain home care, decision support, and research services.

Apps available cannot replace, e.g. an oncologist, but they can provide the means to make the painful process easier for patients and their families during the treatment. Apps do not intend to diagnose or treat cancer by themselves. Still, they can aid in early cancer diagnosis and treatment, provided they be tested and certified properly. For doing so, proper regulation is required and a framework to support interoperability at all levels (at home, at primary care, at the hospital, regionally, at a national or international level) for all relevant use cases (eHealth Network, 2015; Katehakis & Kouroubali, 2019).

Limiting semantic fragmentation is a key challenge to address. Properly designed data (structure ad semantics) formats and secure communication APIs can successfully shield mobile app developers from complexity when integrating with proprietary vendor systems.

**Recommendations**

The following recommendations for building mobile applications for cancer patients need to be considered:

- Patient engagement is essential, right from the first steps of the application design. Employing participatory design will lead to an app that has been designed by the end-users for the end-users;
- An iterative design approach is required, incorporating user feedback until the device reaches an acceptable level of usability;
- The graphical user interface and usability are essential when building apps for patients. The interface should be simple, helping patients to focus on specific tasks without unnecessary menus and information;
- A mobile app should be personalized to the individual patient characteristics, such as presence of comorbidities, age, gender and others. Cancer is a multifaceted problem with many different treatment options and paths. Mobile apps offer the opportunity for learning from the data in order to provide intelligent personalized support;
- All information should be reliable, based on scientifically and clinically validated knowledge. Healthcare providers need to be engaged in the design and the development of the app;
- The app should comply with all protection of personal health information and security requirements, allowing the users to easily understand where their data are stored and who can use them, gradually building patient’s trust.
The proposed approach and integrated architecture for the development of high-quality health apps for cancer do not replace medical practice but rather enhance and facilitate patient management.

Future research in apps for cancer patients need to focus on the challenges and issues related to security, privacy, and trust, and ways to help users gain confidence in adopting them. Other aspects for future study involve the improvement of user experience looking at usability, personalization, familiarity, and comfort.

As already proposed by (President’s Cancer Panel, 2016) enabling interoperability among institutions and individuals that support care delivery across the cancer continuum – from prevention through treatment, survivorship, and end-of-life care – is considered to be essential. Doing so requires developing, testing, disseminating and adopting technical standards for information related to cancer care across the continuum in order to optimize the flow of information to serve the needs of patients, caregivers, and providers (Katehakis et al., 2017). For doing so, standard, open application programming interface (API) platforms should be developed and used to facilitate development of cancer-related apps.

As already mentioned by (European Commission, 2016), standards and protocols that aim to enhance interoperability of different data sets are a highly relevant field for policy action. The adoption of current technical standards, policies and best practices should be promoted, and new common ground and core definitions should be established (e.g. for data governance and usability to keep up with the rapidly changing technological environment, evidence and value, and analytical protocols). Incentives for the promotion of standards for the interoperability of clinical data, such as EHR or for genome experiment data, should be developed, promoted, and incentivized to allow for pooling of data and comparison of system-level research should be provided for the comparison of research outcomes.

**CONCLUSION**

The open use and sharing of Big Data, without compromising patients’ rights to privacy and confidentiality, should be promoted. As cancer has been transformed into a chronic disease, cancer survival means living with a chronic and complex condition. Mobile technologies are becoming an integral part of daily life creating a great opportunity for effective empowerment of cancer patients. The vast number of parameters affecting the long-term management of the disease require integrated approaches to unleash the potential benefits of mobile apps. A holistic, integrated mobile app should focus on all areas of the cancer continuum, from prevention, surveillance, and intervention to consequences of cancer and its treatment, rehabilitation, and coordination between specialists and care providers.
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